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NOTES THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
by GENE HESSLER

"It seems doubtful that proofs were made of the original
3 'hoi, interest-bearing treasury notes of $5, $10 and $20
or the one-year interest-bearing note of $25" [Hessler
1978, 307]. These words came at the end of a 1978 article,
which offers pertinent background for what follows.

I N ADDITION to information about the proposed $3
note, we found that a $25 treasury note was recom-
mended, and one-year interest-bearing treasury notes

paying interest at 3 6'/60 percent in denominations of $5, 1 $10
and $20 were authorized—the latter three notes by the Acts
of 17 July and 5 August 1861. Essais for the 3 'him percent
notes are what concern us here.

A letter dated 26 July 1861 from Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury George Harrington to Assistant U.S. Treasurer John
J. Cisco instructed the latter to order 10 million notes each in
the denominations of $10, $15 and $20 from American Bank
Note Co. Each would bear interest at 3 'hot, percent. The $15
note was canceled as was the demand note of the same
denomination.

Two lots, 1402 and 1403, were described in the NASCA,
Memphis 1986 auction as essais for demand note backs, $5
and $10 respectively. They might be. However they could have
been intended for the one-year interest-bearing notes that
were to bear 3 'Vim percent interest. "Exchangeable at the
Treasury for Treasury Notes payable Three Years After Date
Bearing 7 3/10 Pr. Ct. Interest" appears on these essais.

Before a hypothesis could be presented it was necessary to
see the face design, to make certain there were no duplicate
references to "exchangeability" which would have eliminated
the possibility for this attribution. Illustrated here you will see
a sketch that includes the wording intended for the face de-
sign of the $10 denomination. This and other sketches were
seen in the Archives of American Bank Note Co. One set of
face and back sketches are definitely intended for $10 demand
notes. The other back sketch could be for either a demand
note or a 3 'hoo percent note. The illustrations are arranged
according to probability. Unfortunately, the photocopy ma-
chine added some blemishes.

Face design sketch for the
$10 interest-bearing note
for 3 6'/Ion percent.
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Sketch for probable back
design for the $10 interest-
bearing note for 3 'Iwo
percent. "Pay to bearer.
Exchangeable at the
Treasury in sums of $100.
for Treasury Notes having
three years to run, Bearing
7 3/io percent int."
(Courtesy of ABNCo and
Christie's)

Face design sketch for the $10 demand note. Wording is the same as on the
issued note. (Courtesy of ABNCo and Christie's)



American Bank Note Co. (ABNCo) was selected to pro-
duce the demand notes and the 3 `'/100 percent notes.
Nevertheless, the National Bank Note Co. (NBNCo) did
submit a proposal to engrave plates and print the latter
[Misc. Doc. No. 42, p. 8]. Rather than wait for a request,
NBNCo could have taken the initiative and prepared
an essai.

Lot 1402 in the 1986 Memphis auction.

Lot 1403 in the 1986 Memphis auction.

If the $5 back essai is examined, it bears the charac-
teristics of an NBNCo product. Compare it with the
back designs for the $50 and $100 U.S. notes. The ro-
sette, or fan-like counter behind the "5" is almost a hall-
mark of NBNCo, although it does appear on the face
of the $20 demand note, a product of ABNCo. For ad-
ditional uses of this rosette see: the two-year interest-
bearing notes HX126F, G & H; the Oregon War Bonds
HX127A, B & C; Loans of 1861 HX128D, E & F; and the
Temporary Loan of 1862 HX134C & D.

This device was patented by James MacDonough [see
Horstman 1987], a founder of NBNCo and head of the
Modeling and Design Division at the time the demand
notes were made. ABNCo could have payed to use this
patented device, or, ABNCo and NBNCo could have
collaborated earlier than when both companies were
asked to work together to produce the needed U.S.
notes of 1862.
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First obligation in a border identical to the back of the $3 U.S. note. (Courtesy
of Ronald Horstman)

The wording of the initial authorizing Act of 17 July 1861
could apply to either type of note:

And the Secretary of the Treasury may also issue in exchange for
coins...treasury notes of less denomination than fifty dollars, not
bearing interest, but payable on demand by the Assistant Treas-
urers...or treasury notes bearing interest at the rate of three and
sixty-five hundredths per centum payable in one year from date,
and exchangeable at any time for treasury notes for fifty dollars
and upwards • Provided, that no exchange of such notes in
any less amount than one hundred dollars shall be made at any
one time...."
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An invoice from American Bank Note Co. for the alteration of the 3 65/wo
percent notes to legal tender notes.

As mentioned in Hessler 1978, the plates for the $5, $10 and
$20 interest-bearing treasury notes at 3 "hoo percent were al-
tered to $1, $2 and $3 legal tender notes. An invoice for this
alteration was found in the National Archives in Washington,
D.C. and is illustrated here.

At the 1990 Memphis show an engraving for a first obliga-
tion back was seen. The border is identical to the one that sur-
rounds the second obligation on the back of the $3 U.S. note
essai. The "exchangeable" clause on first obligation notes only
applied to denominations of not less than $5.

The most likely explanation for this conundrum is that it
was originally prepared for a higher denomination.

So, piece by piece, additional light is shed on the mysteries
of mid-19th century U.S. paper money. We now have a better
idea of the appearance of more notes that might have been.

1. "...an unlimited amount could be kept in circulation. They would
very rarely he presented for redemption" [letter dated 26 July 1861
from George Harrington, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury to
John J. Cisco, Assistant U.S. Treasurer].

2. See Ronald Horstman's article in this issue.
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